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I. INTR~LHXTION 
The method of upper, lower solutions and the monotone iterative techni- 
quc are effective tools in proving the existence of multiple solutions of dif- 
fcrential and integral equations. Several authors [2- 111 have successfully 
employed this method for ordinary differential equations, functional dif- 
ferential equations, integral equations and partial differential equations of 
parabolic and elliptic types. However, this method has not yet been 
developed for hyperbolic partial differential equations. The main reason for 
this seems to be that no suitable theory of hyperbolic differential 
incqualitics, which is very crucial for this method, is available. Further- 
more, the techniques that work for other types of differential and integral 
equations are not directly extendable. 
We initiate, in this paper. the study of the method of upper and lower 
solutions for hyperbolic differential equations. After considering the theory 
of hyperbolic differential inequalities in a general setup, we prove an 
existence result, in a sector. Next, we develop a variation of constants for- 
mula, and a linear comparison result, which are then used crucially in the 
development of monotone iterative technique for nonlinear hyperbolic 
initial value problems. The advantage of our method is that the iterates arc 
solutions of linear hyperbolic initial value problems which are explicitly 
computable. 
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2. HYPERBOLIC DIFFERENTIAL INEQUALITIES 
For a, h E R, a > 0, h > 0, let I,, I,, denote the intervals [0, a] and [0, h], 
respectively, and lah the rectangle I, x I*. By u E C’.2[I,h, R], we mean that 
c is a continuous function on Ioh and its partial derivatives II,, v,, and r.,, 
exist and are continuous on I,,. 
For two functions G, w  E C’.‘[lo,,, R], the “sector” is defined by 
The notation (ti, t’,, II,.) 6 (H’, M;, M’,.) means that c(.u. y)< ~tjx, y), 
G,(x, y) 6 )t’,Jx, J) and D,(x, y) < rt’,(x, y). 
Consider the initial value problem (IVP, for short) 
u,, =fk L’, 4 4, uy), b, Y) E Lh, 
u(x, 0) = a(x), XEI,, 
do, J’) = T(Y), .VEIh, 
a(o) = T(0) = Uo, 
wheref~C[I,,xR3,R],aEC’[I,,R] and TEC’[I,,R]. 
(2.1) 
DEFINITION 2.1. A function z E C1-‘[Iohr R] is said to be an upper 
solution of (2.1) on Ioh, if 
z,,. 2f(x, y, z, =.r> z,,.), t-y, Y) E Ioh, 
G(.Y, 0) 3 a’(x), XE I,, 
;,(o, )‘)>,T’(j’), ?‘EIh, 
40, 0) 2 uo, 
and a lower solution of (2.1) on I,, if the reversed inequalities hold. 
We begin by proving the following fundamental result on hyperbolic dif- 
ferential inequalities. 
THEOREM 2. ! Assume that 
(i) G’, M’E C’s2[Iuh. R], and 
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(ii 1 ,/‘(.v, J’, r. p. y  ) is nzonofone nondecreasing in (;. p. y); 
(iii) 1’(.~,.~~.-,/).(1)-.f‘(s,~~.-2,~,(7)6I,[(---;)+(p-p)+(~-(7)], 
~~h~necer (z, p. y) 3 (Z, p, q) on I, ,,,. L > 0, u constanl. 
Then M’e lwe 
(c, I’,, c I ) < ( M‘, \I’ \ , )I’ I ) on tab. (2.2) 
Proqf: We first assume that r, 11’ satisfy strict inequalities in (i) above, 
and prove the conclusion in (2.2) for strict inequalities. To this end, it suf- 
fices to prove that 
( t:,. r,)<(w,, M’,) on L. (2.3) 
Suppose that (2.3) is false. Let 1,) be the greatest lower bound of numbers 
t > x + y such that (2.3) holds for x + )’ < f,,. Then, there is a point 
(x,, y,,) E I,, with x0 + y0 = lo, and (say) 
L:,(-h, ?.(,I = M.,(-Y”, j-0). (2.4) 
Clearly, by assumption (i) (with strict inequalities), J~~>O. Also, 
Therefore, assumptions (i) and (ii) yield the following contradiction: 
Similar contradiction can be arrived at if we assume cY(xO, yO) = 
w-,.(x,, yo). Therefore (2.3) and consequently the conclusion (2.2) is 
established for strict inequalities. 
Now, let c>O. Choose i>O such that 
/ 
i.> L+,‘LZ+ L, 
and consider 
(2.5) 
C(x, y) = c(x, y) - Es+’ ’ I”, @(X, y) = n$.r, y) + Q” + “I. 
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Then, from assumptions (i), (ii) and the choice of i. in (2.5), we obtain 
G,,.>/f‘(x, y, kt’, Ml,, it*,.) + iW’+ “’ 
b (j.* - 212 - t)  t:eL” l )‘I + f(x, ~9, I?, IT,, IT! ) 
> ,f(x, J’, l7, l-c,, IV , . ) .  
Similarly. it can be shown that 
r’,,.</(x, I’, t’, c’,, c’,). 
Since 
(WA 01, w, 01, a,.(O, .v)) < (C(O, O), lz,,(.K, O), t%:,.(O, y)), 
if follows from the first part that 
(C. 6,. a,) < (IT-, IT,. Gr) on Ioh, (2.6) 
The desired conclusion (2.2) is now obtained by letting c + 0 in (2.6), and 
the proof is complete. 
3. EXISTENCE 0~ SOLUTIONS 
Utilizing the ideas of Theorem 2.1, we first prove, in this section, that 
any solution u of (2.1) lies in the sector (v, w). We can dispense with the 
assumption of monotony off if we strengthen the notion of lower and 
upper solutions. This is precisely the content of the next result. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume thut 
(i) t‘, WE C’.*[I,,,, R] are such that (u, v,, r;,)< (w, w,, WI,) on I,,; 
(ii) ~,r<.f(.~. ?; z, p, q), H’,,.>.~(x, y, z, p, q) wheneoer (c, vv., u,)< 
(2, p, q) 6 ov, )1’,, 11’,.) on I,,; 
(iii) 
L:,(.Y, 0) <o’(x) 6 M’,(X, O), XEI,, 
lJ,(O, y) < r’(y) < w,.(O, y), .v E I,; 
(iv) f satisfies 
I.f(-c y, -‘, p, 4) -j-(.x, )‘, z, 
- - 
P9 Y)I Gulz-rl + lp-PI + Iq-(51), (3.1) 
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,fiw (.x. .I’) E I,,h, und z. Z, p. p. q, cj E R. where L >, 0 is u constant. Then, ,for 
unj’ solulion u of‘ (2.1 ), b’c haw 
( 1‘9 I’, 3 L‘, ) 6 (II, 21, ) u,.) 6 (It‘. I\‘, ) It’, ) on I(,,, . (3.2) 
Pro@ If I’. II’ satisfy strict inequalities in (ii), (iii) above, then the con- 
clusion in (3.2) for strict inequalities follows as in Theorem 2.1. Let I; > 0. 
Choose i > 0 satisfying (2.5 ) and consider 
I:(s, j’) = c(.\.. j’) - wn ’ . “1. l~(.Y. J) = w(.r, J’) + CP ’ + I ‘. 
Define A, B, C: I‘,,, x R + R by 
B(x. y, ;) = max 
Ct.6 .r? 2) = max 
Let Z = Z(s, J) be such that 
c,(I, J), min[z, M’,(s, !)I}, (3.3) 
t:,.(.r, J), min[z, w,.(x, J,)]}. 
G 2 -3 i,r -, ; ) 6 (I?, IT,, IQ,). (3.4) 
Then z = A(.r, y, I), p = B(sl J, 5,) and y = C(s, ,r, Z,.) satisfy (L, cX, tiY) < 
(2, p, 9) 6 01’9 II’, , )I‘, 1, and, consequently, conditions (ii). (iii) of the 
Theorem and the choice of i. in (2.5) yield 
for all (I, Z,, ?, ) satisfying (3.4). Similarly. it can be shown that C,, < 
J(.r. .I‘, Z, Z,, Z,.), for all (I, i,. Z,V) satisfying (3.4). Since 
(fi(@ o), c,(-L 0). 6,.(0, .I’)) < (Uo, d(X), T'(J)) 
< (ato, O), @‘,(.x3 01, bF,.(O, J)), 
it follows from the first part that 
(C, c’,, c’,.)<(u,u,,u,.)<(k, ii-,, I?,) on Iah, (3.5) 
AS c > 0 is arbitrary, conclusion (3.2) follows by letting I; + 0 in (3.5), and 
the proof is complete. 
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Our next result asserts the existence of a solution u of the IVP (2. I ), such 
that (c, 1;,, cy) G (u, uxr u,,) G (H., H’, WY,.). 
Let D be the domain 
D= {(K ?‘,-r p,q): (x, Y)EIOh, (2, P.Y)E((L;, M’), (1:,, M’,), CC?, Q)}. 
THEOREM 3.2. LA f‘~ C[D, R]. Suppose thut 
(i) c x, <f(-v, y, z, p, q), ~~‘,,.>f(x, .Y, 2, p, q) whenever (x, .Y, z-, p,- 
q)ED; 
(ii) Q(O, 0) duo < 40, O), 
D,(X, 0) 6 f-f(x) 6 WAX, 01, .x E I, 3 (3.6) 
qo, y) 6 r’(y) G H.I.(O, Y), YEI/?. 
Then, there exists a solution u of (2.1) satiT/jing 
(4 u,, UJ 6 (4 u,, UC)< CM.9 M’,, w,J on Iah. 
Proof: Let A, B, C be the functions as defined in (3.3). Then, 
,j’(.u, y, A(s, y, z), B(x, y, z), C(x, y, z)) defines a continuous extension off 
to I,, x R’, and, moreover, it is bounded, since f is so on D. Therefore, the 
“modified problem” 
U v, =.I-(.~, .v, A(.u, y, u), B(x, y, u, 1, C(x, y, u, )), t-c Y 1 E I,, , 
u(x. 0) = a(x), s E I u, 
u(o, J') = T(y), JEIh, 
a(0) = s(0) 
(3.7) 
has a solution u on I,, [ 11. It therefore suffices to show that (,Y, -y, U(X, y), 
u,(-Y, y), u, (x, y)) E D. For c > 0, and (x, y) E I‘,,,, consider 
and 
l.(x, y) = ti(x, y) - E( 1 + X)( I + y) 
M’(x, y) = w(x, y) + c( 1 + x)( 1 + y). 
(3.8) 
We assert that 
(6 fi,, C,.)<(u,u,,u,)<(G, IV,, M’,) on I,,. 
TO this end, it is enough to show, as in Theorem 3.1, that 
(O,, 0,) < (u,, u,.) < (G,, M.,.) on Iuh. 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
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Suppose (3.10) is not true. Let lo be the greatest lower bound of numbers 
I > .Y + 1’ such that (3.10) holds for s + y < r,,. Then, there is a point 
(x,,, yo) with x0 + ~3~) = I,,, and (say) 
Clearly, x0> 0 by (3.6). Now, the two functions d(x) = uI.(x, J,,) and 
$(.r) = M’,.(.T, yo), I E I,,, have the properties 
and 
Also, 
whence assumption (i) of the theorem yields the contradiction 
4(-Y”) = U,O”. 4’0) 
Similar contradictions can be arrived at if, instead of (3.11), we allow for 
U,(-G, .)‘o) = M.I(.Url, J-o), 
or 
or 
Inequality (3.10) is therefore established, from which the desired conclusion 
(3.2) follows by etting E --+ 0 in the assertion (3.9). This completes the proof. 
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COROLLARY 3. I. Conclusion (3.2) in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 holds if we 
assume that v and w are, respectively, the lower and upper solutions of (2.1), 
and f (x, y, u, p, q) is monotone nondecreasing in (u, p, q). 
Remurk 3.1. If we assume in Theorem 3.2 that j’ also satisfies the 
Lipschitz condition (3.1), then u is the unique solution of the IVP (2.1) 
satisfying (3.2). 
4. MONOTONE ITERATIVE METHOD 
Our purpose in this section is to establish the existence of the extremal 
solutions of the IVP (2.1) by means of monotone iterative technique. For 
this purpose, we need the following Lemmas, concerning the linear IVP: 
u,,,. = -M2u + Mu ~ + Mu,~ + h(x, y ), (x9 Y)E~do 
u(x, 0) = a(x), x E I,; NO, r,) = 7(Y), YE lb, 
a(0) = T(0) = UC), 
(4.1) 
where Ma0 is a constant and hE C[I,,, R]. 
LEMMA 4.1 (Variation of Parameters Formula). Any solution u(x, y) on 
Ioh qf (4.1 ) is given by the .formula 
u(x, y) = a(.r) ey”+ 7(y) esvMr - uOe’M” + ‘) 
Jo Jo 
(4.2) 
Proc$ We seek u of the form 
U(X, y) = i(x, y) eMfr + ‘I, (4.3) 
for a suitable function z E C’.‘[lu,,, R]. We then have, using (4.1), 
u,=[2,+Mz]e”“+“, 
u,. = [z,r + Mz] er+ “1, 
u,,. = [z,,. + 144’~ + M(z, + z.~)] e”“+ “, 
and 
[--2=+M(=,+z,.+2Mz)]eM’~+fJ+h(.u,),) 
= [i,, + M2i + M(Z, + Z!,)] f?+““‘+ I”, 
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which implies z,~ = h(x, .v) em.““’ + !‘. Hence 
d.‘-, J) = z(.y, 0) + ~(0, y) - ~(0, 0) + -[ j-; h(s, t) e -“‘.r-r ” dt d.y. 
It therefore follows that 
U(.Y, J) = U(.Y, 0) ezw' + u(0, ,v) e'+" - ~(0, Cl) eMfr. + " 




This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let m E C’,2[I,b, R]. Then 
m,,.(.y, 1,) 2 -M*m(.r, y) + Mm,(x. y) + Mm&x, y), (4.4) 
.fi)r (x, .V)E I,, und M > 0, u constant, 
m(0, 0) = 0; m,(x, O)>O, .YE I,,; and m,(O, y)bO, y~l,,, (4.5) 
impi?, 
m( x, y ) 2 0, m ,(.u, ~1) >/ 0 and m,.(x, .r) 20 for (x, y) E I,,,. (4.6) 
Proof Ry Lemma 4.1? we have, using (4.4), 
m(x, y) = m(x, 0) e.“’ + m(0, .v) eWr -m(O, 0) eH” + ‘I 
+f>.wl I * )‘) [‘ [’ h(s, t) f’ U’r ’ ” dt ds, (4.7) 
‘0 -0 
where h(s. J*) 2 0 is a continuous function on I,,. Since h(x, v) 2 0 on Iah 
and M 2 0, we obtain, from (4.7) and two other equations resulting from 
differentiation with respect to I and I’, the following inequalities: 
m(x, Iv) 3 m(x, 0) e”’ + m(0, y) esw’ - m(0, 0) e”‘\- + X1) (4.8) 
m,(x, y)>,m,(x, 0) eM”+ Mm(0, y) edf’ - Mm(0. 0) eMI’ + “, (4.9) 
m,.(x, j*)>m,(O, J) eMr + Mm(x, 0) e”’ - Mm(O,O) eM”’ ‘I. (4.10) 
Conclusion (4.6) now readily follows from (4.5), (4.8k(4.10) and the fact 
that M Z 0, completing the proof. 
We are now ready to prove our main result in this section, the monotone 
iterative technique, which gives a constructive method for obtaining the 
extremal solutions of the IVP (2.1) as limits of monotone iterates. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Assume that 
(i) c, M’EC’.*[~~,,. R], (c, c~, u,)<(w, w,, )v,.) on I*,,, and U, w are, 
respecticely, the lower and upper solutions of (2.1) such that ~(0, 0) = u0 = 
\\‘( 0, 0); 
(ii ) ,f sar i.$es 
.f(.u,J:z,p,q)-f(.r,y,_,IS,q)>, -M’(~-3+M(p-~)+M(q-Cj), 
(4.11 ) 
- - - 
whenecer (r:,c,,0,)6(;,p,q)~(2,p,q)~(~‘,11;,,~’,) on tuhr where M>O 
is a constant. 
Then, there exist monorone sequences {c”}, {p”), (4”). {w”), {b”} and 
{a”} such rhat lim, a”= p, lim, p” = P.~, lim,, q”=p,,, lim, tl’n = r, lim, 
j7’ = rr and lim, 4” = rv uniJbrmly and monotonically on Ioh, where p and r 
are, respectively, the minimal and the maximal solutions of the IVP (2.1), 
and satis[v 
(c,~,,c,)6(p,p,,p?.)6(r,r,,r,)6(~~,~,,n,,) on I,,. 
ProqJ: For any q E C’.‘[lu,,, R] such that 
consider the linear IVP 
u,~,. = -M’u + Mu, + Mu,. + h(.u, y), (.c .I-) E I,,, 
u( x, 0) = a(x), .y E I,, 3 
U(o, J’) = To’), ?‘EIh, 
O(o)= T(o)= Ug, 
(4.12) 
where N-v, y)=fk Y, rl(.w), v.Ax, Y), y,.(-c VI)+ M'tl(x, Y)- MIIA.~, .v) 
- Mql.(x, y), Ma0 being the constant appearing in (4.1 I). It is clear that 
(4.12) has a unique solution u on I,, for every such q. Define a mapping A 
on (ti, M’) by Aq = u. We prove that 
(a) (i) CL;, c,, L:,) 6 (At:, (Ac),, (Ati), 1, 
(ii) (w, it*,, w,,.)),(Aw, (AH’),, (AN),.); 
(b) for any v’, r12, (u, IJ,, cy)< (rl’, qt, qf.1 d (tl’, q$ vf) < (w w,, w,.) 
implies (Ap’, (Arl’ly, (Av’Jv)6 (A$. (Av’),, (Aq’),,.). 
To prove (a), set u’ = AG and let m = t“ - c’. Then, from the facts that t’ is 
the lower solution of (2.1) and ti’ is the (unique) solution of (4.12) with 
q = v, we obtain rn.? > -M2m + Mm, + Mm,. Also there hold m(0, 0) = 0, 
409!105:2-I2 
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m,(s,O)>O for XEI, and m,(O,y)>O for YEI*. An application of 
Lemma 4.2 therefore yields (a) (i). Similar proof holds for (a) (ii). To prove 
(b), set U’ = An’, u2 = Aq2 and m = u2 - u’. Then, as in the proof of (a), we 
obtain the inequalities (4.4) and (4.5). Therefore, invoking Lemma 4.2 once 
again, the assertion (b) follows. Now, define the sequences (t:“}, {p”}, 
(y”), {‘Pi, (p”} and IS”) as follows: 
and, for n> 1, 
L”‘=A$’ ‘, p”= (Ad-‘)., q”= (Ad-‘) .I’ 9 
\t’” = A M’” ‘, /IT’= (An*” ‘)v, 4” = (Aw” I),.. 
By repeated applications of Lemma 4.2, it is easy to see that the six sequen- 
ces detincd above satisfy 
Now, using standard arguments, it is easy to conclude that lim, t”’ = p and 
lim, IV” = r uniformly and monotonically on I”,,. Also, it is not hard to see 
that p and r are both solutions of (2.1). To prove that they are, respec- 
tively, the minimal and maximal solutions of (2.1), we once again appeal to 
Lemma 4.2. Let II be any solution of (2.1) such that (G., L‘, , G,) 6 
(u, u,, u,.) 6 (M’, H’,, IV,) on I,,,. We assert that 
(r, 21,. c,)6(p,p,,pl)~(u,u,,u,),<(r,r,,r,)6(w,~t.,,~,) (4.13) 
on fu,,. Suppose that, for some n 2 1, 
(c”, p”, 4”) 6 (u, u,, u,.) d twn, 6”, (2”), (4.14) 
and let m = w” + ’ - u. Then, m,,. 2 -M2m + Mm, + Mm.,, together with 
the facts m(O,O) =O, mr(x, 0) k-0 for XE I, and m,.(O, y) 20 for YE I*, 
implies, by Lemma 4.2, that (u, u,, u,.) < (H”’ + ‘, j7’+ ‘, @” + ’ ). Similarly, it 
follows that (C’ + ‘, p” + ‘, q” ’ ‘) < (u, u,, uY), whence, we conclude, by 
induction, that (4.14) holds for all n. Letting n + CC in (4.14) yields the 
assertion (4.13), and the proof of the thorem is complete. 
Remark 4.1. The special case M = 0, which, by assumption (ii) of 
Theorem 4.1 implies that f(.~, y, 2, p, q) is monotone nondecreasing in z, p 
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and q, is included in Theorem 4.1. We remark that. in this case, we do not 
need the restriction ~(0, 0) = n*(O, 0). 
COROLLARY 4.1. If in Theorem 4.1 we a.wume further that f  salisJks r/w 
L&whir: condition (3. I ). then p( x, y ) E r( ,v, y ) on Id,,, and consequent/j*, 
there exists a unique solurion of the IVP (2. I ) in [he sector (I?, w ). 
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